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FOR BUSINESS EXECUTIVES AND LEISURE TRAVELERS
Lalco Residency is a luxurious complex of fully furnished Serviced Apartments set in the heart of suburban Mumbai
(Andheri - E). LR is an affordable alternative to the expensive hotels of Mumbai, offering the comfort, space and luxury of
a private residence with 5-Star amenities. Located 15 minutes from the airport and offering a state-of-the-art club house
including a swimming pool and squash court, among many other amenities and activities, Lalco Residency is the perfect
home away from home for business and leisure travelers.

MONSOON SPECIAL - 10% DISCOUNT
It's simple... Like LR on Facebook and Instagram and tag us in a photo.
Use #MonsoonSpecial

/lalcoresidency

@lalcoresidency

@lalcoresidency

Bookings must be made through LR's Sales Office before September 30, 2015 to qualify for Monsoon Specials.
SALES@LALCORESIDENCY.COM | WWW.LALCORESIDENCY.COM
LALCO RESIDENCY | KALPATARU ESTATE | JVL ROAD
ANDHERI (E) | MUMBAI | 400093 | T: +91 22 4276 4376

Scan to visit online store

EXPERTS IN FURNISHING HOMES AND HOTELS
FURNITURE | FURNISHINGS | LIGHTS | WALLPAPER | WOODEN FLOORING
ORDER ONLINE: WWW.LALCOINTERIORS.COM
Pune Showroom: 2 Solapur Road | Next to Pul Gate Bus Depot | Camp | Pune 411 001 | Email: pune@lalcointeriors.com | Tel: 020 2636 0044
Bengaluru Showroom: Varsha Apartments | 221, R.M.V. Extension | Sir. C.V. Raman Road | Sadashivanagar | Bengaluru 560 080 | Email:
bengaluru@lalcointeriors.com | Tel: 080 2361 7682
Mumbai Head Ofﬁce: 1017 / 1018 Dalamal Towers | Nariman Point | Mumbai 400 021 | Email: sales@lalcointeriors.com | Tel: 022 2282 4191
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CELEBRATING

500,000
FLIERS

And the time flies...

W

ith 10 destinations, 245 weekly frequencies and among the industry’s
best On-Time-Performance (OTP) consistently since its maiden flight
took off on January 9 this year, Vistara reached a special milestone
on August 20 when we had our 500,000th customer on board.
Celebrations went on, all day long, with all our customers on every
flight. Specially prepared delicacies were served on all flights throughout the day. To mark
this special milestone and as a token of appreciation to our growing family of customers,
special business class promotion was launched whereby a complimentary Premium
Economy Class ticket is given to every business class customer travelling from August 12 to
September 30, 2015.
Vistara continues to make a noticeable difference to the aviation landscape with a
slew of innovative and differentiated offerings. Last month, in partnership with Mumbai
International Airport, Vistara launched mobile phone boarding pass facility for our
customers travelling out of Mumbai’s T2 terminal to New Delhi, Bengaluru, Ahmedabad and
Goa. The first of its kind at Mumbai Airport, this facility will help you enjoy a truly seamless
travel experience.
We have also opened bookings for Bhubaneswar, the capital of Odisha, the newest
addition to our network. Starting October 1, 2015, Vistara offers daily flight on the DelhiBhubaneswar-Delhi route.
This month, the nation celebrates the birth anniversary of Dr S Radhakrishnan on
September 5 as Teacher’s Day. The revered educationist believed that “teachers should be
the best minds in the country”, a fact that one of the India’s most favourite presidents,
Dr APJ Abdul Kalam, concurred with. We, at Vistara, pay homage to this scientist-turnedstatesman whom we lost on July 26. Paying respect to Dr Kalam, the chairman of Tata Sons,
Cyrus P Mistry, at the Tata Group’s Annual Group Leadership Conference, described him as
“a great visionary and patriot who always believed in India’s potential.”
Looking for a quick break from the never-ending home-office-home schedule? Read
our Cover Story on Page 36 to know the fast-catching trend of Staycations or quick getaway
options in and around your city. If you can afford a longer vacation, head to the serene and
tranquil Bagdogra in the foothills of the Himalayas (page 52) .To keep yourself updated on
our new developments, please remember to check our website airvistara.com or follow us on
Facebook and Twitter! We thank you for flying Vistara!
Team Vistara
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H

alf a million customers and
we’re yet to celebrate our first
birthday! This wouldn’t have
been possible without your
love and support. Thanks to
all our customers. It seems just like yesterday
when Vistara’s first flight took off on January
9, 2015. It was like a breath of fresh air in
Indian skies, promising a transformation in
the flying experience.

A moment to rejoice
Crossing the 500,000 fliers mark has been
a momentous occasion for all of us, and the
delight in our celebrations reflected the
significance of the milestone!
Early morning on August 20, through
the auto-check in process, Vistara’s team
identified their fifth lakh customer. Paras
Johar, who happened to be the special
customer, received a warm welcome by
Vistara crew at IGI airport. He was escorted
right from the airport entrance to the checkin counters. Originally booked to travel on
Vistara’s Premium Economy Class from Delhi
to Goa, Paras Johar was pleasantly surprised
by a courtesy upgrade to Business Class.
Phee Teik Yeoh, CEO, Vistara presented the
upgraded boarding pass to Paras and also
felicitated him with a complimentary Club
Vistara Gold membership.
That’s not all. Celebrations went on,
all day long. All passengers flying with

Especially for you,
to thank you 500,000 times!
Vistara on the special day, enjoyed specially
prepared delicacies. All Premium Economy
and Economy Class customers too received
a complimentary Premium Economy
upgrade voucher* that is redeemable on a
future flight with Vistara.
To mark this special milestone and
as a token of appreciation to its growing
family of customers, Vistara announced a
promotional offer whereby a complimentary
Premium Economy Class ticket* is provided
to each Business Class customer, travelling
from August 12 to September 30, 2015.
A story of passion
Time seems to have been moving at a fast
pace since we launched our maiden flight in
the New Year. Every day has been a new day
as we celebrate our achievements, embrace
new challenges and set eyes on new goals.
Working with passion and enthusiasm in an

environment that fosters ownership, learning
and innovation, each Vistara employee has
contributed in achieving these goals, driven
by an unwavering customer focus.
While the accomplishment makes us
proud; the love and acceptance that we have
received from our customers also make it
a humbling experience for all of us. It is a
validation of the refreshingly different culture
at Vistara: effective and ethical, collaborative
and transparent, young yet rooted in a
maturity far beyond our age.
And what makes this occasion all the
more important is the confirmation that
we are moving ahead in the right direction.
Each employee at Vistara want to thank all
our customers for “Flying the New Feeling”
with us and with your support we look
forward to become the preferred full service
airline of choice known for its exceptional
customer service, for many more.
* Conditions Apply
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Art is an Expression
of The Soul

J

RD Tata was one of the first
few Indian entrepreneurs to
emphasise the responsibility each
business enterprise has towards
the environment. He said, “I
believe that the social responsibilities of our
industrial enterprise should now extend even
beyond serving people, to the environment.
This need is now fairly well recognised but
there is still considerable scope for most
industrial ventures to extend their support
not only to human beings but also to the
land, to the forests, to the waters, and to the
creations that inhabit them.”
Commemorating his birth anniversary
on July 29, Vistara organised a painting
competition for over 130 children of Salaam
Baalak Trust (SBT). The themes ranged from
‘aspirations’ to ‘environment conservation’
to ‘my country’ for different age groups. The
canvases were painted with vivid spurts of
imagination by enthusiastic children. Their
cheerful smiles proved to be the best way to
honour the legacy of JRD Tata, a man deeply
committed to philanthropy.
All participants received certificates
from Phee Teik Yeoh, CEO, Vistara, and the
winners were awarded an all-expense paid
trip to Bengaluru. The winning entries would
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adorn the Vistara offices across stations and
our soon to be launched signature lounge
at T3 terminal IGI Airport, New Delhi. The
painting competition is a continuation of
Vistara’s efforts to motivate and encourage
children residing in SBT’s shelters to give a
flight to their dreams. Vistara has an ongoing
association with SBT which we cherish.
Vistara’s maiden flight to Mumbai had 12
children from SBT on board. Vistara has also
donated an amount of INR 2 Lakh to SBT
towards supporting the education of children.
Besides this, Vistara employee volunteers
engage with these children on a regular basis.
The Vistara difference
Growth is not only about numbers. Vistara’s
success lies in the creative and pioneering
approach to the services we offer. We
continually look for ways to enhance our
customers’ travel experience by harnessing
the power of technology and offering
operational and service excellence.
Vistara recently announced the launch
of mobile phone boarding pass facility for
Vistara’s customers travelling out of Mumbai’s
T2 terminal to New Delhi, Bengaluru,
Ahmedabad and Goa. The mobile boarding
pass facility is a time-saver for passengers

and result in saving paper. Another initiative
involves the digitalisation of Vistara ticket
records and reports at the Delhi Airport
Office, thus reducing the consumption of
paper. This initiative of making our airport
offices paperless, is being rolled out at all
Vistara offices across all stations as well.
Following this momentous milestone of
five lakh customers, Vistara once again
finds itself on the threshold of a brand new
journey with a renewed sense of gusto – in
order to give the people of India a flying
experience that is personalised, comfortable,
world-class and definitely worth looking
forward to. Already on cards is the advanced
in-flight entertainment system which would
be accessible to its customers from December
2015 onward. Everyone onboard would
have the option of downloading a variety
of entertainment content on their personal
electronic devices that will be streamed
through inflight wireless system.
A brand ambassador for the new India,
Vistara is born at a time when India is
making its mark as a world leader. It is
the airline of the new global Indian, who
is looking for a truly international travel
experience in India that is both seamless
and personalised.
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Club Vistara
As a Club Vistara member, you will be entitled to a number of benefits (see table below) which have been
crafted to enhance your travel experience. Progression through the three status tiers - Base, Silver and
Gold - results in added privileges that will elevate your check-in and boarding experience, to make you feel
exclusive right from the beginning of your journey.

Benefits
Earn
Points
on All
Flights*

Exclusive
Offers and
Promotions

Access and
Management
of Your
Account
Information
Online

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

gold

✓

Priority
Airport
Standby

✓

Increased
Baggage
Allowance

Priority
Priority
Airport Boarding
Check-in
&
Priority
Baggage
Handling

+10 kg

Business
Class
Counter

+5 kg

Premium
Economy
Counter

✓

Priority
Waitlist
Clearance

Tier
Bonus
Points

Points
Earned
Per
100 INR

Lounge
Access

Access to
Partner
Lounges

Guaranteed
Reservations
For Economy
Class

Dedicated
Club Vistara
Helpline

Up to 48
Hours Prior*

✓

✓

+2

7

✓

+1

6

✓

5

✓

silver

✓
base

✓

*Please refer to Club Vistara Terms & Conditions to learn more.
www.airvistara.com/club-vistara

Earn CV Points with Singapore Airlines & SilkAir
Club Vistara members can now earn Club Vistara (CV) points for flights on our two new partners, Singapore Airlines and SilkAir.
CV points earned will be based on distance flown*. Please refer to the table below to for calculating CV Point accruals.

Operating Carrier

• To earn CV points on Singapore
Airlines and SilkAir flights, CV
membership number must
be furnished at the time of
booking or check-in.

Premium Economy/Economy Class

Business Class

Suites/First Class

S, T, P - 100%
Y, B, E - 100%
M, H, W, L - 70%

Z, C, J, U, D - 125%

R, F, A - 150%

S, T, P - 100%
Y, B, E - 100%
M, H, W, L - 70%

Z, C, J, U, D - 125%

Not Applicable

• Bookings must be
made in the name
as it appears in
passport and CV
membership records.

• It will take up to
four weeks after
the flight for the CV
points to be credited
into CV accounts.

• To check if the CV points
have been credited, CV
members can login at
‘My Account’ on airvistara.
com/trip/club-vistara

• All queries regarding
points earned with
our partners will be
handled by
Club Vistara.

*”Distance flown” means the calculated distance between origin and destination, as determined by Vistara in its sole discretion, regardless of the actual distance travelled.
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Redeeming CV Points
Redeeming Club Vistara points is as easy as earning them. You can choose from a host of destinations and use
your Club Vistara points to book an award flight on Vistara or our other airline partners’ network.

Club Vistara Award Chart
Origin

Destination

Delhi

Ahmedabad

CV Points Required
Economy

4000

Premium Economy

5000

Business

15000

Govt. Taxes As Applicable

ü

Delhi

Bagdogra

6000

7000

25000

ü

Delhi

Bengaluru

6000

7000

25000

ü

Delhi

Goa

6000

7000

25000

ü

Delhi

Guwahati

6000

7000

25000

ü

Delhi

Hyderabad

5000

6000

20000

ü

Delhi

Lucknow

4000

5000

15000

ü

Delhi

Mumbai

5000

6000

20000

ü

Delhi

Pune

5000

6000

20000

ü

Mumbai

Ahmedabad

4000

5000

15000

ü

Mumbai

Bengaluru

5000

6000

20000

ü

Mumbai

Goa

4000

5000

15000

ü

Bagdogra

Guwahati

4000

5000

15000

ü

Redemption Process
To redeem your Club Vistara points, follow the steps mentioned below:

1. Refer to the award chart
to know the number of
CV points required for
the destination you want
to travel to.

2. Connect with us through
our Customer Service
Centre (CSC) at 1860 108
9999 to redeem your CV
points for booking.

3. Mention your Club Vistara
membership number along with
date of travel, origin-destination,
cabin class and preferred time for
the flight you wish to book.

4. Our CSC will take
the request and
follow the required
procedures to issue
your ticket.

5. Should you wish to make changes
to your award flight booking, our
CSC will be able to assist you in
the same.

6. For more details, please
log on to our website
airvistara.com.
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Products & Services
We push the boundaries of air travel, keeping you at the very centre of our endeavours. Our enterprising spirit,
blended with traditional Indian hospitality will ensure every journey you take with us is a truly enjoyable experience
and a feeling like no other. When you fly Vistara, you fly the new feeling. Welcome aboard.
Business

Customers in Business Class can
revel in our ultra-luxurious seats,
which boast of a wide seat back and
comfortable recline. Ergonomic
seat features such as extendable leg
rest, footrest and adjustable winged
headrest are also available to adjust
your seating comfort. In addition,
you can find some personal storage
space located at the side of your
seat, with enough room for small
items like your glasses, a gadget
or a book. The interplay between
the royal purple and calm grey
hues of our cabin evokes a sense of
tranquility, so that you reach your
destination feeling rejuvenated.

Premium Economy

Cabin Baggage

Business,
Premium Economy
and Economy
Class customers
are entitled to
one item of cabin
baggage. This
excludes handbags
and laptops. Each
bag should weigh
no more than 7 kg
with the combined
length, width and
height of each bag
not exceeding
115 cm (45 inches).
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Be a class ahead when you fly
with us in our exclusive Premium
Economy section. With up to
20 per cent more legroom for
each seat, enjoy the increased
sense of well-being that comes
with having that much more
personal space. Thoughtful touches
such as the specially designed
and tested seat bottom cushions
for improved comfort, winged
headrests and long armrests allow
for further relaxation on your
journeys with us.

Economy

Our Economy Class cabin is anything
but ordinary. Upholstered in
genuine leather, the seats set a new
benchmark in style and comfort.
Your comfort is our priority, that is
why we have taken special care to
style the seats to further maximise
knee and legroom space.

Meals & Dining

Aboard our flights, be taken
on an exciting gastronomic
adventure when you partake
of the innovative culinary
selections which our experts
have specially developed for
your enjoyment. Business
Class customers are treated
to a fine dining experience
amongst the clouds with the
use of fine linen and bone
china tableware. Our Premium
Economy and Economy sections
can look forward to wholesome
and satisfying meals along
with a range of beverages, all
served by our engaging cabin
crew. Customers with specific
dietary requirements can select
from a wide range of special
meals, which are available for
booking up to 24 hours prior to
flight departure.

Portable Electronic
Devices
While the use of PEDs such
as mobile phones, tablets and
laptops is permitted on our
aircraft, these must always be
switched off and stowed away
during taxi, take-off and landing.
When in use during boarding or
inflight, regulations require that
PEDs are to be placed in flight
safe or airplane mode with all
transmitting functions (GSM,
Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, etc.) disabled.
For safety reasons, customers
may be asked to stop the use
of PEDs at any point of the
flight journey. We seek your
cooperation to comply with the
instructions by our crew.
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Flight Schedule
Route

Ahmedabad to Delhi

Weekly Frequency

13

Flight No.

Departure

Arrival

Days of Operations

UK956

1215

1350

123456

UK968

1635

1805

Daily

UK957

1025

1150

123456

UK965

1430

1555

Daily

Delhi to Ahmedabad

13

Ahmedabad to Mumbai

6

UK940

1230

1335

123456

Mumbai to Ahmedabad

6

UK939

1025

1135

123456

Bagdogra to Delhi

7

UK765

1655

1910

Daily

Bengaluru to Delhi

7

UK 876

1935

2220

Daily

Delhi to Bengaluru

7

UK 889

0640

0930

123456

UK 889

0730

1015

7

Bengaluru to Mumbai

7

UK 875

1010

1150

123456

UK 875

1055

1240

7

Mumbai to Bengaluru

7

UK 850

1715

1855

Daily

Delhi to Goa

7

UK847

1120

1350

Daily

Goa to Delhi

7

UK862

1430

1715

Daily

Delhi to Guwahati

7

UK765

1225

1440

Daily

Guwahati to Bagdogra

7

UK765

1520

1620

Daily

Delhi to Hyderabad

13

Hyderabad to Delhi

13

Delhi to Lucknow

14

Lucknow to Delhi

14

Delhi to Mumbai

Mumbai to Delhi

Delhi to Pune

34

34

UK829

0615

0825

123456

UK879

1715

1925

Daily

UK 830

0925

1135

123456

UK 870

2005

2215

Daily

UK927

0730

0840

Daily

UK970

1200

1305

Daily

UK936

0925

1040

Daily

UK933

1355

1510

Daily

UK975

0615

0820

123456

UK943

0725

0940

Daily

UK 933

1555

1810

Daily

UK979

1815

2025

Daily

UK981

2015

2225

Daily

UK930

0725

0935

123456

UK970

0905

1115

Daily

UK944

1420

1630

Daily

UK980

1930

2140

Daily

UK988

2115

2325

Daily

7

UK991

1845

2100

Daily

Pune to Delhi

7

UK992

2140

2350

Daily

Mumbai to Goa

4*

UK 820

1335

1440

4567

Goa to Mumbai

4*

UK 801

1520

1635

4567

*Till September 13, 2015
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Schedule is subject to change without prior notice

trending
DIARY

Watch Out For
india

abroad

FESTIVAL NO 6
When: September 3-6
Where: Wales, United
Kingdom
Visit:
festivalnumber6.com

KRISHNA JANMASHTAMI
When: September 5
Where: All over India

Commemorating the earthly
appearance of Lord Krishna,
Janmashtami is celebrated every year
around this time. This is considered as
one of the largest religious festivals in
the world, observed by approximately
nine hundred and thirty million people.
For many, this is a day of deep spiritual
renewal and it ushers in a new year.
On this day, followers decorate
the deity of Lord Krishna garnish
the temple with enormous flower
garlands and other decorations.
Fasting takes place all throughout
the day and scriptures are read. All
over northern India, song and dance
performances mark the celebration
of this festival. At midnight, with the
ringing of the bells, the statue of
infant Krishna is bathed and placed in
a cradle, which is rocked by devotees.
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ONAM PULIKALI TIGER PLAY
When: September 1
Where: Thrissur, Kerala

Several men dressing up as tigers, dance
to the beats of traditional percussion
instruments. The origin of Pulikali goes
back to over 200 years when the Maharaja
of Cochin had introduced this folk art and
wanted to observe Onam with a dance that
represented the wild and macho spirit of
the force.

THE INTERNATIONAL
OYSTER FESTIVAL
When: September 24-27
Where: Galway, Ireland
Visit:
galwayoysterfest.com

LADAKH FESTIVAL
When: September 20-26
Where: Leh and surrounding villages

The Ladakh Festival exhibits cultural
extravaganza to its fullest. It has plenty to
offer, including mask dances, polo match,
music concerts, motorbike/cycle expedition
to Khardung-la, Thanka painting exhibition,
archery, river rafting and folk songs. In the
inaugural function, one can witness the
spectacle of several processions by various
cultural troupes of Ladakh.

HARRISONBURG’S ANNUAL
INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL
When: September 26
Where: Harrisonburg, USA
Visit: harrisonburginternational-festival.org/
online/

trending
DIARY

india

11th National Summit
e-Governance & Digital India
When: September 10
Where: New Delhi

PATA Travel Mart 2015
When: September 6-8 | Where: Bengaluru

To make travel a worth mentioning experience,
Pacific Asia Travel Association (PATA) was formed
to promote responsible development of travel and
tourism in the Asia Pacific region.
PATA Travel Mart is a signature event and one
of the most premier travel trade shows in the Asia
Pacific region. Offering a dynamic programme and
remarkable platform to showcase travel products
and services, PATA Travel Mart aims in bringing
together hundreds of international buyers and
sellers from the industry in one market place. It
provides numerous opportunities of networking
with like-minded individuals and organisations
from the industry. The 38th edition of PATA Travel
Mart will be held in Bengaluru on September 6-8 at
Bangalore International Exhibition Center (BIEC).
The state government of Karnataka with

support from Ministry of Tourism, Government of
India, is hosting the 2015 edition of PATA Mart.
This edition of PATA Travel Mart at Bengaluru will
be unique as for the first time since its inception;
the mart will have an exhibition for the public this
year along with an Investment Forum. Karnataka
will showcase its glorious range of tourism
attractions and other tourism merchandises to
the global spectators to put ‘Karnataka’ into
international limelight.
The whole exhibition area will be themed on
UNESCO World Heritage Sites, architectural marvels
and monuments and cultural pursuits of the state.
A PATA Technology session is also scheduled to
throw insights on the IT scenario in Karnataka. PATA
Travel Mart will showcase Bengaluru as a leading
destination to host international events too.

Digital governance
has moved beyond
government departments
just having a portal. It
is no longer confined to
merely streamlining and
automating processes.
It is about transforming
the way governments
work and reinventing
people’s participation in
the democratic process.
ASSOCHAM India’s Apex
Chamber for Commerce
and Industry, for the
past 10 years, through
the National Summit on
e-Governance & Digital
India, supported by the
Ministry of Communications
& IT, Government of India,
has created a platform
for the Central Ministries,
state governments and the
industry to come together
and deliberate on the way
forward for Digital India.

India-UK Business Convention
When: September 10-12 | Where: New Delhi

The India-UK Business Convention will celebrate the strength of UK-India
relationship and unlock further opportunities. You can participate in
exclusive leaders conclave to access the business and political leaders
that make India and the UK “an unbeatable combination”. Speakers will
identify the trends, opportunities, pitfalls and key areas of collaboration
that leads you to success. You get to learn how your company can
prosper from the growing number of collaborations through interactive
sessions and one to one meetings with the experts.
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trending
celluloid

Movies This Month
bollywood

Hollywood

The Transporter
Refueled
Release Date:
September 4
Cast: Ed Skrein, Loan
Chabanol, Radivoje
Bukvic
Director: Camille
Delamarre

watch
must

Katti Batti
Release Date:
September 18
Cast: Imran Khan and
Kangana Ranaut
Director: Nikhil Advani
Kangana Ranaut has ruled
the box office in the first half
this year. The second looks
no different. Katti Batti is a
modern-day romantic story
that traces young architect
Madhav Kabra’s (Imran Khan)
love for the free-spirited
Payal (Kangana Ranaut). They
make for a perfect couple
until a sudden turn of events
creates an unanswered
distance between them.
What follows is a series of
ups and downs that test the
fate of their relationship.
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Hero
Release Date: September 11
Cast: Sooraj Pancholi and Athiya Shetty
Director: Nikhil Advani
A romantic action film, Hero is the remake of
Subhash Ghai-directed 1983 film of the same
name. The story revolves around Mumbai-based
gangster Sooraj who kidnaps the daughter of
the city police chief, Radha (Athiya) and the
challenges the two face after falling in love.
Kis Kis Ko Pyar Karoon
Release Date: September 25
Cast: Kapil Sharma, Elli Avram, Simran Kaur
Mundi, Manjari Phadnis, Varun Sharma, Supriya
Pathak and Manoj Joshi
Director: Abbas-Mustan
The king of comedy, Kapil Sharma, makes his
silver screen debut with KKKPK. The film is
believed to be a full-on masala entertainer
where Kapil would be seen romancing three
actresses.

The Perfect Guy
Release Date:
September 11
Cast: Chestnut,
Michael Ealy, Sanaa
Lathan
Director: David M
Rosenthal

Maze Runner: The
Scorch Trials
Release Date:
September 18
Cast: Aidan Gillen,
Dylan O’Brien, Thomas
Sangster
Director: Wes Ball

trending
What’s new

New on the Block
Summer Escape
at Fio, New Delhi
Join Fio this season with refreshing new
flavours and partake in scrumptious
offerings in a convivial setting. For
appetisers, you could try the Grilled Fish
Chilli Lime with Ginger Tamarind Glaze
or dig into Braised Pommery Mustard
Bitter Gourd with Rigatoni and Mustard
Cream Sauce. The main course could
be picked from Lettuce Cup Spiced
Pulled Chicken, Litchi and Gorgonzola
Salad. For dessert, choose from the
Signature Green Mango and Mulberry
Cheesecake. Apart from refreshing
specials, there are exclusive cooling
drinks on the menu including Iceball
Fresca, Watermelon Spritz and ooling
teas infused with fresh fruit elements.

Linen Magic
Unravel the mystery of weightlessness as
you don this lightweight linen shirt. These
stylish pieces are available in a plethora of
colours such as classic cream, white, black,
vibrant aqua, canary yellow, fuchsia and
gold, cadbury, coffee and ecru. This festive
season go splurge on a Charagh Din shirt
and look your festive best.
Shop online at www.cdshirts.com or
walk into The Charagh Din Store at 64,
Wodehouse Road, Colaba, Mumbai.
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Agent Bond’s New Love
Daniel Craig made a special visit to the heart of Swiss watchmaking industry
to inaugurate the OMEGA factory in Villeret, Switzerland. The actor, who
reprises his role as James Bond in Spectre, the 24th Bond adventure, was
given a guided tour as well as exclusive access to the factory’s assembly line.
During the visit, he was shown production of the new Omega Seamaster 300
“SPECTRE” Limited Edition, to be available in the market beginning this month.

trending
reading corner

Good Books On
Pre - Post to Kill a Mocking bird

F

Words Divya Sharma

Go Set A Watchman
Author: Harper Lee
Price: `560
Publisher: Harper Collins

Courtesan of Karim
Street
Author: Debotri Dhar
Price: `295
Publisher: Niyogi Books
The novel narrates the
story of human dilemmas
and piteous emotions.
Set in two cities, the novel
manifests the lives of two
different women, Megan
and Naina. Megan’s
travels confronts her
with the hard-hitting
lurking shadows of her
concealed past. Naina, an
inheritor of the ancient
tradition, can still hear
the music of sarangi
and sound of anklets.
As the stories merge,
there unfolds the saga of
timeless friendship.
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or decades, Harper
Lee’s award winning
debut novel, To kill
a Mocking Bird
attested her as
the one book virtuoso. Now,
her second novel, Go Set a
Watchman is all primed to
thrill you with its sly humour
and vivid storytelling. Set
20 years after the events of
Mockingbird, the novel is the

‘parent book’ of Mocking Bird
and was actually submitted as
a draft to the editor in 1957.
However, the editor advised her
to expand around the flashback
scenes and write an alternative
book ruminating around the
childhood of the protagonist
Jean “Scout” Louise Finch
which eventually led to the
genesis of Mockingbird.
Go Set a Watchman begins

Experience Punjab:
On The Road
Author: Puneetinder
Kaur Sidhui
Price: `299
Publisher: Times
Group Books
A complete guide for
driving enthusiasts, this
book is the directory that
transverse the various
highways and countryroads of Punjab. Also, the
book has the insights and
inputs on driving routes
throughout the state,
diverging the route into five
districts: Amritsar, Patiala,
Chandigarh, Ludhiana and
Jalandhar. The pictorial
depiction brings out the
essence of the vibrant and
colourful state.

The Shelf
with Jean Louise Finch taking the
train back from New York city to her
hometown, Maycomb, Alabama,
poising between the newfound
suaveness and a sense of cluelessness.
She is concerned about her father,
Atticus Finch, suffering from
rheumatoid arthritis. She finds it
difficult to recapture the simplicity of
her childhood after returning to her
hometown as everything has changed.
Her brother, Jem, is dead and her old
friend Dill is somewhere in Europe,
never to return. During the narrative
journey of Jean’s return, she finds out
that the family she has always revered
camouflages many dark truths which
are hard to grapple with.
Her father, whom she has always

idolised and who was epitomised
as the ‘moral’ man in the first
novel, is actually a racist and not
the unshrinking spirit fighting for
racial equality. Jean is shattered and
everything she has ever believed now
appears so vague. In the novel, Lee
mutilates the long labyrinth of lies
disguised as truth and puts aside
childhood believes and certainties.
Excerpt: Had she insight, could she
have pierced the barriers of her highly
selective, insular world, she may
have discovered that all her life she
had been with a visual defect which
had gone unnoticed and neglected by
herself and by those closest to her: she
was born color blind.

An Untamed State
Author: Roxane Gay
Price: `399
Publisher: Hachette India
The debut novel of a powerful
literary voice, Roxane Gay, An
Untamed State delivers the
powerful and unswerving story
of a Haitian American woman,
Mireille Duval Jameson. She is
living a fairytale life with an
adoring husband until she is
kidnapped in a broad daylight
by a gang of heavily armed men
and thus the whole fairytale
crumbles down. Mireille waits
for her father to pay the ransom
and till then, she must endure
the torture and affliction
caused by the leader of the
gang, the Commander who
abhors everything that she
represents.

5 Fiction books from
Penguin Books India
My Name Is Radha
Saadat Hasan Manto,
Muhammad Umar Memon
The Devil Take Love
Sudhir Kakar
Flood of Fire
Amitav Ghosh
The Inheritance of Loss
Kiran Desai
Mirror City
Chitrita Banerji

5 Non-Fiction books from
Penguin Books India
On Balance
Leila Seth
Bollywood Melodies
Ganesh Anantharaman
Live Like a Maharaja
Amrita Gandhi
In Search of Oneness
Moosa Raza
Treasures of the Thunder Dragon
Dorji Wangmo Wangchuk

Indian Kitchen
Author: Maunika
Gowardhan
Price: `1,299
Publisher: Hachette
What really goes on in an
Indian kitchen? What is
to be eaten on a day-today basis? And how do
Indians rustle up a healthy
curry for an everyday
meal when most people
assume it takes forever
to make one? Maunika
Gowardhan shares quick,
simple recipes made
from easy-to-find
ingredients that will suit
any mood and occasion,
from a comforting
weeknight curry to an
impressive feast for
family and friends.
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odyssey
cover story

Happy Staycations!
A staycation is enjoying a vacation in and around your city! One where instead of jetting off to
newer pastures, you enjoy the ones you never quite got around exploring

A

home away from home is
how a staycation can be best
described as. Busy urbanites
who long for a break yet are
hard-pressed for time opt for
these luxurious and hassle-free check-ins,
either in a city hotel or a quick getaway a
few kilometres from the city that offer a
“country feel” experience. Today, the leavedeprived professionals prefer skipping
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Words: Guneet Oberoi

long airport queues, traffic jams and heavy
expenses that come hand-in-hand if they
opt for long distance travel. These short
stays, at quiet and tranquil locations,
provide complete rejuvenation from
stressful city life.
“Over the past few years, the number
of travellers opting for shorter holidays
have increased. Staycation packages
offered by hotels and resorts enable them

to enjoy luxurious amenities and pamper
themselves in the heart of the city or a
little away from it minus the hassles of
travelling long distances. In fact, a few
five star hotels are offering staycation
packages and people are lapping them,”
shares Hotels.com senior marketing
manager Amit Agarwal. A staycation
is not only checking into a hotel, it is
turning into a tourist in your own city.

being touristy in
the capital city

HOp on
hop off bus
Go on a sightseeing
and shopping tour of
Delhi aboard a Hop
On Hop Off (HOHO)
airconditioned bus.

The Gateway Resort,
Damdama Lake

NEW DELHI

M

ost Delhiites plan a long vacation twice a year but a few
are able to put their plans into action. This is the reason
why staycations are topping popularity charts. Not only
do they help in quick rejuvenation, they are a value-for-money
deal. Joe Christie, co-founder, Tripzuki.com, lists The Manor,
a boutique hotel, as his top staycation choice. Christie says he
has the option to take a walk in the nearby Lodi Gardens or visit
Nizamuddin Dargah to listen to Sufi renditions Friday evenings.

Nestled in Aravalli Hills and spread
over 20 acres, The Gateway Resort
at Damdama Lake boasts of an
adventure zone including activities
like wall climbing, rappelling,
zip-lining, zorbing, shooting and
archery. The fitness centre, pool,
spa and sports park provide perfect
unwinding options. Wellnessseekers can enjoy an austere
cuisine-inspired feast including
gravies and pulses made with
locally-sourced ingredients at the
all-day diner, Buzz. Guests can visit
Damdama Lake, Sohna hot springs
or trek to the nearby Aravalli hills.

Mehrauli
Archaeological
Park
Visit Quli Khan
Tomb, Rajon Ki Baoli,
Balban’s Tomb
and Jamali-Kamali
mosque at Mehrauli
Archaeological Park.

Westin Sohna
Resort & Spa
With sprawling grounds that lend
the place a country feel, The
Westin Sohna Resort & Spa offers
activities such as horse riding, air
safari, stargazing, aqua zorbing
and a trip to organic farms. Guests
can enjoy a drink or snack around
The Westin Lake that is surrounded
by palm trees, sandy landscape
and inhabited by a variety of birds.
The resort also offers perfect
setting for private gatherings,
picnics, sundowner parties and
intimate dining options with a
private chef cooking customised
meals for you.

Akshardham
Temple
Don’t miss the open
gardens, stepwelled courtyards
and water bodies
at Akshardham
Temple, built from
intricately carved
stones and marble.
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Palladium Hotel
The staycation packages
at Palladium promise to be
a regale experience. The
pampering begins with the
hotel staff escorting you from
your doorstep to the hotel in a
chauffeur-driven car. Located in
central Mumbai, its panoramic
rooms offer best views of the
city as you enjoy well-planned
meals. You could either opt for a
bespoke couple spa treatment
or choose to watch a movie.
Couples with kids can get the
second room at 50% discount
along with this exclusive yet
pocket-friendly deal.

MUMBAI

Sofitel Mumbai BKC

taycations in the bustling
city of Mumbai are the
best way to strike work-life
balance. A few boutique hotels
in Mumbai tailormake a bespoke
experience, keeping the essence
of luxury intact while indulging
in the comfort of the city, offering
guests a short yet effective
experience to break free from the
mundane. The best deal is that
not only do mid-segment hotels
offer staycation packages, the
topnotch ones do it too.

With exquisitely designed rooms
and suites, Sofitel’s French
hospitality is known around the
world. Spacious rooms offer that
“perfect home away from home”
feel while the staycation offer
here helps you spend quality
time with your family, basking
in the amenities the property
extends. A 90-minute couple spa
treatment at the signature So
SPA and personal service by the
hotel’s chef for a candlelit dinner
or breakfast in bed are facilities
that will simply revive the
romance in your relationship.

S

explore mumbai
Kanheri Caves
Put your explorer hat
on and venture out
with your trekking
gear to Kanheri
Caves at Borivali
National Park.
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Chhatrapati
Shivaji Maharaj
Museum
This museum is a
treasure trove of
information and
worth a visit.

Hanging Gardens
Hanging Gardens or
Pherozeshah Mehta
Gardens are beautiful
terraced gardens set
atop the western side
of Malabar Hill.

odyssey
cover story

must visits
in the
garden city

UB City
For a luxurious
shopping experience
and mouthwatering
delicacies on famous
rooftop resto bars,
UB City is the place
to go to.

Marriott
Whitefield

BENGALURU

T

he staycation concept is fast catching up in the Silicon City
as more and more people have now started indulging in
luxury minus tiresome journeys. The cosmopolitan crowd
loves exploring interesting opportunities to have a great time
over weekends. Keeping up with these ever-changing demands,
the Art of Bicycle Trips, a cycling holiday company headquartered
in Bengaluru, organises guided bike tours in and around the city.
The best part, it is an eco-friendly way to explore your own city.

Apart from facilities, pricing
and staff, what works best for
Bangaloreans to select Marriott
Whitefield as one of the best
staycation options is its location
– 3.2 km from Lalbagh Botanical
Garden, 5.6 km from Bengaluru
Palace and 6.4 km from Iskcon
Temple. To add more to the
personalised experience, the hotel
staff’s famous towel origami has
been appreciated by one and all.
Every day, the housekeeping staff
prepares a new animal through
towel art, thus making it an
enriching experience.

Antaragange
70 km from
Bengaluru it is
strewn with rocks
and boulders and
has a few caves
formed from
volcanic rocks.

Clarks Exotica
Resorts & Spa
Spread over 70 acres, Clarks
Exotica Resorts & Spa offers a
serene and luxurious environment.
Overlooking the Nandi Hills, the
lush green property is situated on
the outskirts of Bengaluru, near
Kempegowda International Airport.
Proximity to myriad historical
monuments, children’s parks and
entertainment centres ensure you
are not at a loss for things to do.
Home to four multi-cuisine and
specialty restaurants, your taste
buds are in for a treat whether
you relish healthy main courses or
decadent desserts.
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Lalbagh garden
The historic garden
of Lalbagh was
commissioned
by Mysore king
Hyder Ali and later
completed by his
son, Tipu Sultan.

odyssey
cover story

Taj Falaknuma
Palace
If you happen to be in Hyderabad,
opt for Taj Falaknuma for a perfect
royal staycation. Its grandeur
leaves you spellbound as you
get up, close and personal with
the city’s heritage and culture.
Its weekend package includes
complimentary breakfast with
discounts on food, beverages, spa
treatments and transfers from
and to your doorstep in the city.
You could indulge in champagne
heritage walks, dine over Sufi
music or venture out for half-day
sightseeing tours.

HYDERABAD

Leonia Holistic
Resort

K

nown as the City of
Pearls or the Hi-Tech
City, Hyderabad is one of
the fastest growing cities in the
country today. The best way to
explore the culture, cuisine and
heritage of Hyderabad is to opt
for a staycation whether you are
a Hyderabadi or a visitor. Make
sure you visit the city’s majestic
forts, palaces and museums. Like
any other metro, this one too has
its share of world-class resorts
that offer staycation packages.

One of the best resorts in
Hyderabad, Leonia is an idyllic
weekend destination. Apart from
offering world-class amenities,
the resort offers medical tourism
facilities. Professional treatment
combined with excellent hospitality
provides guests a worthwhile
experience during their stay. Medical
health checkups and rejuvenation
treatments are clubbed with
tourism activities to give a holistic
solution to the visitors. This is one
of the best solutions offered to the
tired muscles.

head out in hi-tecH city
Hyderabadi Biryani

Laad Bazaar

Hyderabadi biryani
dates back to the
royal kitchens of
the Asaf Jahis and
their rich culinary
extravaganzas.

After visiting the
Charminar, you could
head to Laad Bazaar
to buy bangles in
different styles and
colours.
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Chowmahalla
Palace
The regale Italian marble
and now-restored
Belgian and European
crystal chandeliers are
awe-inspiring.

odyssey
cover story

Explore GOA
in myriad
ways

Grand Island

Park Hyatt Goa
Resort & Spa

GOA

L

ife in Goa is different from holidaying here. Turning off
from life and work and indulging in doing simple touristy
things is a freewheeling change. One can head straight to
an unnamed beach or relax on beach beds, reading your favourite
book. Else hire a two-wheeler and vroom your way through the
bylanes of Goa. As life for the locales is not a beach all the time, it
is a refreshing idea to be tourists on the homeground.

Nestled along the pristine Arossim
Beach, Park Hyatt Goa Resort
and Spa is located in the heart of
historical and picturesque south
Goa. The unique features of the
resort are its Indo-Portuguese
style villas – Pousadas comprising
249 guestrooms. For exclusive
dining experience, Park Hyatt Goa
Resort & Spa offers Cabana, an
elegant beach-shack style setting
on the beach and a wine room,
an exquisite space for a sitdown
dinner. You could also indulge
in sporting activities like tennis,
aerobics, beach and water sports.

A dolphin cruise trip,
for a day-long tour
of Grand Island, is
ideal for a peaceful
picnic. It is an
exciting experience
for the old and the
young alike.

silent noise
party
Bored of regular
beach parties? Try
the unique silent
noise party on the
beach instead.

Grand Mercure Goa
Shrem Resort
Located on Candolim Beach, Grand
Mercure Goa Shrem Resort is a perfect
blend of Indo-Portuguese elements
coupled with modern amenities. One
of the biggest attractions here is
the tea ritual or tea ceremony. Fresh
tea procured from the best regions
of India and Ceylon is brewed in a
samovar. The innovative Indians spice
macaroon with flavours of masala,
dhokla and kokum are unique to Grand
Mercure Goa and a must try. If you are
on a spa staycation, you could feel
relaxed and cleansed with the Hamam
Spa, the first-of-its-kind in Goa.

Vistara offers 245 weekly frequencies connecting ten destinations, including Delhi,
Ahmedabad, Bengaluru, Bagdogra, Guwahati, Goa, Hyderabad, Lucknow, Mumbai and Pune
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Arpora
Visit the Saturday
Night Market
at Arpora. The
place is famous
for street food,
especially rotisseri
chicken and is also
a great shopping
destination.

odyssey
offshore

Copenhagen
Connection
With history that dates back to the 11th century,
the European city is full of historic landmarks,
significant buildings and interesting sights

Words: Deepika
Padukone

I

t is not everyday that you
have a former All England
badminton champion as your
guide, introducing you to the
city you were born in. Well, so
it happened with me. Here I was in
Copenhagen with my father, Prakash
Padukone, re-exploring the Danish
capital on my 25th birthday. I was
around 11 months when dad had
decided to move back to India after
spending a few years in this historic
European city.
Before we got onto exploring
Copenhagen, dad suggested we
first visit the hospital I was born in,
followed by a quick stopover to the
house we lived in. Hereafter, it was
traversing through Scandinavia’s most
relaxed capital that has a distinct
European buzz about it. One of the best
places to begin your sojourn is Nyhavn,
the 17 th century waterfront, canal and
entertainment district.

odyssey
offshore
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A

Royal guards at
Amalienborg Castle

B

The famous
Copenhagen
Zoo Tower

Stretching from Kongens Nytorv to the
harbour front, Nyvahn serves as a heritage
harbour and is lined by brightly coloured
17 th and 18th century cafes, restaurants, bars
and townhouses built with bricks, plaster
and wood. Between the Nyhavn Bridge and
Kongens Nytorv stands the Nyvahn Veteran
Ship and Museum Harbour. I was informed
by my knowledgeable guide (read dad)
that since 1977, when the foundation of the
heritage harbour was laid, the southern side
of the canal has been reserved for museum
ships owned by the Danish National Museum.
Believe me, I could stand at the waterfront
for hours looking at the ships docked along
the quays. The feeling that these vessels are
so old yet so much a part of the shoreline
is indescribable.
We were next to The Little Mermaid or
Den lille Havfrue as it is called in Danish. The
iconic statue is a bronze sculpture created by
sculptor Edvard Eriksen. Displayed on a rock
by the waterside at the Langelinie promenade,
the unimposing statue is Copenhagen icon
and a major tourist attraction.
Though Copenhagen is Scandinavia’s
most relaxed capital city, it has a distinct
European buzz about it. Despite its rich
cultural and historical past, the city is every
bit cosmopolitan. Navigate through its streets
and you feel you have friends all around. Most
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Unique Rock Formation
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For Adventure: Zip Line , Rock Climbing, Rappelling,
River Crossing
Contact: Vamsi +91 - 98868 62985

Rock Restaurant

T

here goes a famous saying that man enhanced nature’s beauty through his
sculpting talent, but nature though, seems to have beaten man at it by millions of
years. That is what Orvakallu is all about - natural rock formations that come in so
many shapes that make your imagination run riot. The rock formations of Orvakallu
are mainly Silica and Quartz rocks, that have been carved into various shapes probably
by the wind and a water body nearby over the eons. It is indeed a geological legacy and
the grandeur of these unique rock formations resemble a mini grand canyon.
Orvakallu is 25 kms from Kurnool and is worth a visit for the adventure traveler.
Andhra Pradesh Tourism has taken the initiative to develop a rock park, camping,
cottages, cave museum, landscaping and boating, as well as a restaurant here, to make
Orvakallu the perfect location to experience the rugged beauty of nature.

Kurnool

Facilities : ● Rock illumination ● AC Restaurant ●Accommodation
● Adventure Activities ● Walking track ● Ample parking

Discover an unique gift of nature

www.aptourism.gov.in

Orvakallu
Rock Gardens
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How to
Get There
One can take a flight
to the Copenhagen
Airport. It is the
largest airport in
the Nordic countries
and one of the
oldest international
airports in Europe.
Furthermore, it is
by far the busiest
airport for
international travel
in Scandinavia

C
C

The Gefion
Fountain

D

D

The Little
Mermaid Statue

Danes smile back at you when you
cross paths with them.
A visit to the city is incomplete
without a trip to its zoological
garden. One of the oldest in Europe,
it was established in 1859 and is
spread over 27 acres. More than
watching the animals and birds, I
love going up the Zoo Tower (43.5
m high) from where you can get
a 360 degree bird’s eye view of
Copenhagen. In fact, the tower
built in wood, is one of the tallest
observation towers in the world,
with a base similar to that of Eiffel
Tower. If you get tired of exploring
the city, you can opt to sit for hours
at one of its numerous idyllic cafes.
Copenhagen has this amazing
unique café culture. My favourite is
Cafe Norden at Stroget, a pedestrian,
car-free shopping area. At 1.1 km,
it is one of the longest pedestrian
shopping streets in Europe and the
place to have a sumptuous meal or
a hot cuppa after a tiring shopping
spree.
Though this was not the
first time that I was visiting
Copenhagen, exploring it with
dad was an experience that I shall
cherish all my life. In fact, I shall
not be exaggerating when I say the
city is my all-time favourite as I feel
having a spiritual connect with
it. On my next trip, I shall love to
explore its castles and delectable
cuisines, something I have missed
doing so far.
As told to Aarti Kapur Singh
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In The Foothills of
The Himalayas
Bagdogra may not be as
famous as Darjeeling but this
quaint town in West Bengal is
a serene and tranquil tourist
destination

Photo: Bhaswaran Bhattacharya

Words Kakoli Thakur
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How to Get There
Vistara flies daily to
Bagdogra Airport from
Guwahati and to Delhi
from Bagdogra

I

f you ever wanted to
explore the eastern
regions of India, we
suggest you begin your
sojourn with Bagdogra
in West Bengal’s Darjeeling
district. One of the most
peaceful destinations in the
state, Bagdogra is surrounded
by tea gardens on all sides. So
the next time you get tired of
the hustle and bustle of the
busy city life, visit this small
town known for its serenity
and tranquility.
Kurseong (60 km from
Bagdogra Airport)
Once you enter the hill town
of Kurseong, you can hear
the whistling sound of the
steam engine of the toy train
that slowly snakes its way
through the hills. Kurseong
is also known as “the place
of white orchids” due to the
abundance of rare flower.
There are beautiful tea
gardens, lush green forests
and year-round vegetation
on the slopes. From some
parts of nearby Kalimpong,
you get resplendent views of
Kanchenjunga, Kabru and
Jannu ranges. The sight of
Teesta and Mahananda rivers
is enough to take your breath
away. The town is also an ideal
location for nature walks. If
you happen to be an animallover, visit the Deer Park and
Dowhill Eco Park, which is
about 4 km east of Kurseong.
The park has a sparkling water
fountain, a flower house and
rare flora and fauna. Enjoy
the scenic views around as you
trek through this green patch
of 20 acres.
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Photo: Bhaswaran Bhattacharya

A

Attractions
Bagdogra is rich in
culture and tradition.
Best season to visit
is October to March.
Some of the major
festivals include
Gangasagar Mela,
Kenduli Mela, Jalpesh
Mela and Naba Barsho.
You can spend a day in
local sightseeing and
visit the Kali Mandir,
ISKCON Temple (photo
above), Science City,
Coronation Bridge,
Surya Sen Park,
Salugara Monastery,
Madhuban Park, Savin
Kingdom and Umrao
Singh Boat Club.
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Photos: Dinesh Shukla

B

Mirik (50 km from Bagdogra Airport)
With the Kangchenjunga range forming its
backdrop, the 1.25 km long Sumendu Lake in
Mirik is surrounded by dhupi trees on the western
bank and a vast garden on the eastern end. If
you are lucky, you may see a rare reflection of
Mt Kanchenjunga, the third highest mountain in the
world, in the lake waters. A floating fountain in the
middle and a quaint little footbridge that connects
the flower garden on the eastern bank to the heavily
forested ridge with thousands of CryptomariaJapanica trees on the west make it a tourist’s

A

Mirik is
surrounded by
dhupi trees and
vast gardens on
the western and
eastern sides
respectively

B

A tea garden
visit is a
must when
travelling to this
picturesque city

delight. There are locations from where you can
catch a glimpse of Kanchenjunga’s blinding snow
white peaks. The place is surrounded by tea estates,
orange orchards and cardamom plantations. If you
want to laze around, stay in a Swiss cottages on the
hilltop from where you can have a panoramic view of
the lake and the city of Mirik.
Ramitay Dara
(110 km from Bagdogra Airport)
An ideal spot to enjoy the sunrise and sunset,
Ramitay Dara is famous for the pristine view of

odyssey
hotspot

the plains and snow-clad mountains.
A short distance away is Kawlay Dara,
known for misty mountain peaks that
provide a spectacular view of the lush
green flora of the Himalayas. Tourists
can enjoy trekking, leisure walks else
indulge in mountain climbing here.
Another interesting nearby destination
is Deosi Dara which offers panaromic
view of the Mirik Valley and is a heaven
for photographers.

Photos: Dinesh Shukla

C

D
Access points
From Bagdogra Airport,
it is easy to explore
West Bengal’s hills
(Darjeeling, Kalimpong,
Chalsa and Dooars) and
Sikkim (Gangtok, Pelling
and north Sikkim). You
can take direct flights
from Paro (Bhutan) and
Kathmandu (Nepal).
The nearest railhead is
New Jalpaiguri.
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C

Gorumara
National Park
is a must visit
place for wildlife
lovers

D

Tourists can
opt for jungle
safaris to sight
elephants,
rhinos and Indian
bisons

Mahananda Wildlife Sanctuary
(40 km from Bagdogra Airport)
Half-an-hour away from Bagdogra lies
the Mahananda Sanctuary, between
Mahananda and Teesta rivers. Regular
day safaris are offered in the sanctuary
from the Sukna Gate in the mornings
and afternoons. If lucky, you can even
spot Royal Bengal Tigers here. Some 36
different species of mammals including
Himalayan black bear, leopards,
rare mountain goats are found in the
sanctuary. A haven for birdwatchers,
there are around 243 species of birds
including Himalayan pied hornbills,
peafowls and racket tail drongo. You can
even climb the watch tower at Laltong
on Teesta River bank to watch elephant
migration or opt for the one near the
Gulma railway station to watch deer and
Indian bisons.
Gorumara National Park (90 km
from Bagdogra Airport)
Located on the flood plains of Murti
and Jaldhaka rivers, Gorumara
National Park is famous for the Asiatic
one-horned rhinoceros. Just two hours
from Bagdogra, the meandering ride
to Gorumara through tea gardens
is splendid and an experience of a
lifetime. Tourists can opt for jungle
safaris to sight elephants, rhinos and
Indian bisons. However, you need
to book for the safari with the forest
department and take an authorised
guide along to the watchtowers. The
national park has around 50 species of
carnivores and herbivores, 193 species
of birds, 22 of reptiles, seven of turtles
and 27 species of fish.
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Tickle Your Tastebuds
at 35,000ft
Traditional yet modern, local yet global, familiar yet different – Vistara aims
to create an unparalleled dining experience with diverse regional dishes
combined with global culinary trends on its flights

A

s Vistara strives to provide
memorable experiences to its
customers, it is conscious of the
fact that many customers view
the inflight experience as an
integral part of their interaction with the airline.
Emphasising on the consumer research findings
from the survey Vistara did before launching in
India, Giam Ming Toh, Chief Commercial Officer,
Vistara shared, “We know that customers’
perceptions of the inflight experience is very
much driven by the food and beverage service
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offering available to them. Hence, besides our
warm and thoughtful cabin crew service, we aim
to please our customers by ensuring that our
menu selections are unique and delicious.”
With an extensive and intricately designed
contemporary Indian menu, Vistara aims
to address the airline food woes of flyers.
Committed to the principle of serving nutritious
and healthy food, Vistara uses carefully sourced
quality ingredients and alternative cooking
methods for the preparation of its meals. The
full service airline is the only carrier to serve

Apart from meal options served in Business, Premium
Economy and Economy classes, the menu offers
17 special meal options for customers
traditional Indian delicacies with
innovative international twist for
unique yet familiar flavours. “We, along
with TajSats, introduced chicken with
Japanese Teriyaki sauce for our fliers to
enjoy a global touch in traditional Indian
delicacy,” shared Giam Ming.
Drawing upon the rich diversity of
India’s culinary heritage and limitless
expanse of gastronomic treasures
that abound in international cuisines,
Vistara is also the first domestic airline
to introduce seafood option in the nonveg category. The chefs who worked on
the Vistara menu have curated a special
dining experience using fresh and
locally sourced ingredients to prepare
healthy meals to ensure that passengers
arrive at their destination feeling light
and fresh. In line with seasonal changes,
Vistara also updates menus which
feature local and seasonal ingredients
For instance in May, Vistara had an
on-board “Mango Festival” with several
dishes made using the king of fruits. On
Lucknow route, Vistara added flavours
from the renowned ‘Awadhi’ cuisine to
its menus. Highlighting the customer
feedback, Giam Ming said “We innovate
constantly by coming up with seasonal
and festive delicacies which use the
best of local produce and enhance the
celebratory mood on flights.”
As Vistara is appreciated for
its intuitive thoughtfulness and
personalised service, it is well reflected
in their inflight dining experience as
well. Menus at Vistara are regularly

refreshed so that returning customers
always have something new to look
forward to each time they fly with the
airline. With the choice of a meals on
Vistara flights, its customers enjoy
personalised dining in the sky. Apart
from meal options served in Business,
Premium Economy and Economy
classes, the menu offers 17 special meal
options for customers who may have
certain dietary requirements due to
religious or other reasons. A flier can
opt for these options while booking
the ticket or 24 hours before the flight
through Vistara customer service centre.
Also, towards environmentally
responsible and sustainable practices
of the organisation, the meal boxes and
cutlery used for serving in the Economy
Class are biodegradable. In fact, the
airline has been applauded for this
initiative for being the first full service
carrier to use compact and eco-friendly
meal boxes. Services are enhanced
in Business Class with the artful
presentation of freshly prepared food in
fine bone china crockery and glassware
and well plated service in Premium
Economy. Adding to being a responsible
airline, Giam Ming asserts, “Vistara,
as an airline, ensures minimal food
wastage and leverages the experience
of inflight team with that of TajSats to
make the wastage as less as possible.”
All this adds to the seamless
experience of the discerning flyers who
have grown to expect world-class service
on Vistara.
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The Juicy Bandwagon
Big things come in small packages. This holds true for cold-pressed
juices which are a bottleful of nutrients. Juicing trend seems to be
luring all, one glass at a time
Words: Guneet Oberoi

I

f you thought juicing only found favour
with celebrities like Jennifer Aniston,
Jacqueline Fernandes, Salma Hayek
and the likes, it is time you juice up your
health. Conventionally, fresh juices come
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loaded with vitamins, minerals, enzymes, and
fibres. They are no longer restricted to adding
nutrition to the human body. In fact, they are fast
moving towards becoming an ultimate weight
loss diet or resulting in a glow from within.

Cleanse, detox and a little glow are
the few elements of magic created
when you sip a glass of fresh juice.
Juice detox or juice cleansing
is the latest fad to hit the wellness
industry. The hype on high sugar
content in packaged juices,
celebrities opting for cold-pressed
juices and mushrooming juice bars
are prompting more and more
health-conscious consumers to
switch to freshly made concoctions
in order to lead a healthy lifestyle.
“Healthy juices are the best option
to pack in your portion of fruits
and vegetables in a day. You just
need to have the right proportions
according to your metabolic system.
In fact, these serve as a perfect snack
between meals to provide satiation
and quality nutrients. However, make
sure you don’t have a sugar spike by
making pure fruit juices. Therefore,
one needs to make a concoction that
maximises nutrient contents,” says
India’s only sports scientist and
nutritionist-cum-athlete
Krushmi Chheda.
Sipping vs Eating
We are well aware of the fact that
eating fruits and vegetables or juicing
them provides the human body
essential nutrients to fight ailments
and diseases. But then why does
juicing have an upper hand? Various

researches indicate one must eat a
minimum of two bowls of vegetables/
fruits, depending on age, sex and
body constitution. However, for an
average individual, it is difficult to
adhere to this regimen. In addition,
juicing helps one consume more
nutrients in comparison to eating
fruits and vegetables.
“An individual eats around
300-500 gms vegetables at a
time whereas a minimum of 1 kg
vegetables/ fruits are consumed
in a glass of juice thus giving more
nutrients and enzymes to the body,”
opines Chandan Agarwal, co-owner
of Juice Up, the first brand of
cold-pressed juices to be launched
in north India. Another reason
that takes juicing a notch above
eating, cites Agarwal, is “the Indian
style of cooking raw vegetables
before consuming them destroys
most nutrients, thus depleting its
nutritional value.”
Cold-pressed: The New Trend
Cold-pressed technology may have
become a trend lately but it is an ageold concept. “We all, at some point
of time, have relished a glass of fresh
juice. The hand-operated machine
used for the same applies the coldpressed technique. The technology
extracts juice through machines
which do not produce heat. The same

shine juice
Description: The ultimate
sign of good heath is
great skin. This juice is a
tasty blend of fruits and
vegetables that are rich
in antioxidants, vitamin
C, vitamin E, moisturising
nutrients and poly-phenols
that give you supple, radiant
and moisturised complexion.
This exhilarating concoction
leaves you feeling clean mind, body and soul
Ingredients: Apple juice,
cucumber juice, kiwi juice,
coconut water from young
coconut, green tea infusion,
lemon to taste
Process: Cold -press apples,
cucumber, kiwi and mix
with coconut water and
green tea infusion. Add
lemon to taste
Recipe by MyGreens

BPA Free
bottles of
cold -pressed
juices
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has now been adopted by a number
of brands to produce healthy juices,”
shares Agarwal.
As it is raw, minimally processed
and contains more vitamins than
normal juice, cold-pressed juice
emerges as an outright winner.
“Conventionally, we are under the
impression that the juice we make at
home is healthy and fresh but even the
simple process of blending results in
generation of heat which damages its
nutritional content. However, in coldpressed juices, the maximum amount
of nectar is extracted from pulp and
fibres, making raw and fresh juice,”
shares Rohan Gupta, director and cofounder, MyGreens, a product of Good
Health Essentials Pvt Ltd.
Of late, actors Alia Bhatt and
Jacqueline Fernandes have flooded
their Twitter accounts with images
of these nutritionally healthy drinks.
Commenting on consumer response to
these power-packed nutrient bottles,

Gupta responds, “There has been
significant rise in the demand for
cold-pressed juices with consumers
increasingly becoming aware of
their health benefits as against the
packaged juices that are pasteurised,
made from concentrates and contain
added sugar.”
Antidote, another brand of coldpressed juices, offers consumers a
blend of fruits, vegetables and greens.
It also comes fortified with all-natural
super food extracts such as noni,
chlorella, green coffee, ashwagandha,
mangosteen and moringa and
emphasises that neither nutrition
dense food need to be difficult nor
does lifestyle.
But are these juices safe? When
poured into UV-protected amber
glass bottles, the properties of these
juices remain intact. Thus, no harmful
impact of BPA-laden plastic bottles.
So, go ahead and gulp a fuss-free glass
and say cheers to health.

Juices are no
longer about
consuming them
from the roadside
vendors, consumers
today realise the
importance of
hygiene, quality, and
nutrients which juice
bars have to offer.
The juices are made
fresh and also use
a variety of exotic
fruits not accessible
otherwise.

Hemang Bhatt,
Co-Founder, HAS
Juices & More

Choose your
favourite
from the
plethora of
juice options
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How Green is
Your Wedding?
Eco-friendly marriages are the way ahead for the new-age
environmentally conscious generation
Words: Kavita Shyam

S

ince time immemorial, Indian
weddings have been a grand,
lavish and elaborate affair:
culinary delicacies, fancy
decorations, gorgeous clothes,
expensive jewellery and not-to-forget,
the super-premium venues. But little do
most Indian families realise the aftereffects of these big fat weddings.
However, the concept of ecofriendly or green weddings is fast
catching the fancy of Indian brides and
grooms who are now trying to reduce
the impact of their once-in-a-lifetime
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event on planet earth. Read on to find
out how you can plan a green wedding
and ensure to create the difference in
order to make the world a better place
to live in.
The Ring
Scout for conflict-free diamonds,
recycled metals, earth-friendly and
responsibly mined diamonds or other
such stones for the wedding ring.
You can choose to wear heirloom
ring or jewellery and proudly pass it
down the generations. “Eco-friendly

jewellery deals with recycled gold. The
gold accumulated from old jewellery
can be recycled to create new pieces.
As this jewellery is crafted without
having to mine raw gold, it is termed as
eco-friendly,” says jewellery designer
Renu Oberoi.
The Attire
Get a customised organic or a natural
fabric gown, dress, sari or lehenga.
Encourage your bridesmaids to go
green too. Try and choose a recyclable
fabric. In fact, wear your mother’s
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C

A

Temple
jewellery from
Notandas
Jewellers

B

An exquisite
solitare ring by
AS Motiwala

C

Plan a green
destination
wedding

D

An eco-friendly
attire from
designer Amy
Billimoria
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wedding attire or you may choose
a second-hand outfit of a family
member. Instead of machine work,
try hand-embroidered dresses. The
dress twists or added styles to the
antique pieces turn out to be more
cherish-worthy and long-lasting.
It is a known fact that the fabrics,
embroideries and works available
now are a zilch when compared to
the ones from the past.
If you do not wish to wear a
heirloom gown, give it out for charity
after your wedding event. It makes
for a better fate for the gowns/
dresses which otherwise would end
up rusting in your closet. “Ecofriendly wedding attires respect
tradition as well as environment.
Prudent use of natural resources,
labour and materials is the best way

to create sustainable, respectful and
intelligent fashion. One can also
sport a ahimsa or non-violent Eri silk
sari and team it up with jewellery
passed down generations or
a wonderful vintage brocade
lehenga with a matte golden
choli and a heirloom dupatta.
Fashion that is disposable is a waste
and non eco-friendly,” says designer
Nachiket Barve.
Designer Amy Billimoria
suggests, “With eco-friendly being
the new style statement, why not
extend it to weddings too? One
can create a variety of drapes and
textures to present flamboyant yet
stylish wedding attires by using
fabric blends with
eco-friendly fibres like bamboo
shoots. Whites and golds

D
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•
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fused in interesting combinations with viscose
and crush fabrics to get interesting sari drapes
can be an elegant attire for the contemporary
bride of today. Also, opting for subtle colours
like misty mauves with laser-cutting techniques
on bamboo fibre blends and teaming it up with
self-embellishments of sequins can offer a chic
and classic Indo-Western gown look for an
engagement or cocktail dinner. Keeping it stylish
yet using the right fabric blends is the key for
amazing eco-friendly wedding attire!”

F

E

Organic decorations
and food are
perfect for a green
wedding

F

Paperless
invites are a
rage today
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The Makeup
Make sure your makeup artist uses organic,
natural, chemical-free, environment-friendly
products. Your skin won’t break out and you will
be living up to the cause of saving nature. Beauty
expert Pooja Goel from Khoobsurat chain of salons,
says, “When you start caring for your skin almost
six months prior to marriage, why to play havoc
with its natural glow on the D-Day? Be simple and
natural. Makeup is to highlight the aesthetics of
your physical appearance and not ruin your skin’s
texture. Eco-friendly products enhance your skin’s
natural health, deem well for your health and
reduce carbon footprints. Cosmetics use chemicals,
heavy metals, toxins, bacteria and other harmful

ingredients while biodegradable products
contribute to your original beauty as also nature.”
The Invite
Paperless e-invites that can be e-mailed turn
out be the most eco-friendly way to invite
guests to the wedding. If you happen to be
conventional at heart, try recycled paper.
The Venue
Choose a botanical garden, a park, a vineyard,
a beach or an island as the reception venue.
Save up on extra decorations with scenic beauty
providing the perfect backdrop. Ensure the
venue uses biodegradable products or energyefficient appliances.
The Menu
Only serve vegetarian delicacies, preferably the
organic variety.
The Decor
Use organic or locally grown seasonal flowers
instead of usual garlands or decorations. You
can decorate the venue with bamboo and ecofriendly candles. Discover the joys of saving the
environment and have a happy wedding!

Promotion

Quality Living In Mumbai
With affordable rates, great connectivity, ample green space, an abundant and a
thriving social infrastructure, Mulund is an established location to buy your dream home

M

ulund East as a location fits
perfectly for home-buyers who are
searching for an option with an
all-in-one package! With robust
physical and social infrastructure,
Mulund’s realty market offers all sorts of facilities
like malls, parks, schools and hospitals. Brotin
Banerjee, MD and CEO, Tata Housing Development
Company, says, “Over the last few years, Mulund has
emerged as one of the most prominent destinations
for premium and luxury housing due to its improving
infrastructure. The location has also gained
prominence as it offers a perfect blend of open spaces
and amenities like malls, schools, hospitals, and
residential houses.”
Being conveniently located between the three cities
that form the Mumbai Metropolitan Region (MMR) ie
Mumbai, Navi Mumbai and Thane, Mulund has emerged

as the preferred choice for both end users and investors.
Keeping in mind, the increase in demand for
quality apartments in Mulund, Tata housing launched
“Aveza” – An 8.5 acre gated community overlooking
the creek to the east, which is a part of the Ulhas
river estuary and a bird sanctuary recognised by the
Bombay Natural History Society.
Located in Mulund East before the toll naka, off
the Eastern Express Highway — Aveza offers 2, 2.5
and 3 bedroom residences. Prices start from
`1.5 crore onwards.
The Aveza will include a clubhouse that is spread
across 30,000 sq ft and separate garden spaces.
There will also be many swimming pools of different
sizes, which include an infinity pool, a lap pool that
is 25m long, a leisure pool and a kids’ pool. Besides,
topiary gardens have been introduced for the first
time in a residential complex.
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Teacher’s
Day was First
Celebrated

H
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Trivia

ave you ever wondered why
Teacher’s Day in India is
celebrated on September 5
while the rest of the world
memorialises it on October 15?
September 5 is the birthday of the academic
philosopher, erudite, teacher and the second
President of India, Dr Sarvepalli Radhakrishan.
In order to mark this day, it is commemorated as
Teacher’s Day. Looking back, Dr Radhakrishnan’s
friends and students had once approached him
on his birthday to celebrate the day. He replied,
“Instead of celebrating my birthday separately,
it would be my proud privilege if September 5 is
observed as Teacher’s day.”And thus, since 1962,
September 5 is being observed as Teacher’s Day
in India.
It has always been Dr Radhakrishnan’s
modesty and simplicity that touched many
hearts. The open house at the Rashtrapati

Bhavan welcomed people from all strata of
the society. He accepted just ` 2,500 of his
entire salary of ` 10,000, donating the rest
to the Prime Minister’s National Relief
Fund every month.
Born in 1888, to Veer Samayya, a
tehsildar in a zamindari, Dr Radhakrishnan
believed in imparting right education
that can annihilate most of the ills of the
society, ushering in a changed society.
He believed that a healthy relationship
between a teacher and his pupil can

September 1, 1939
In an attempt to regain lost territory,
Adolf Hitler and his forces bombarded
Poland, thereby beginning World
War II. This invasion was the basis on
which Hitler intended to wage war
– the famous “blitzkrieg” strategy,
characterised by extensive bombing
early on to destroy the enemy
completely.
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improve the quality of education
imparted. He averred, “Though
educational facilities are within the
reach of large numbers, the level of
culture is not high. It has become more
easy to get into college and more difficult
to get educated.”
He was awarded the Bharat Ratna
in 1954. The University of Oxford
instituted the Radhakrishnan Chevening
Scholarships and the Radhakrishnan
Memorial Award in his memory.

September 16, 1810
On this day, Mexican
Independence (from Spain)
Day is celebrated. This is
the day when Mexican leader
Miguel Hidalgo is conceived
to have cried the El Grito de
la Independence (the cry of
independence) in Dolores.

kaleidoscope
photo frames

Nostalgia
on A4

History isn’t confined to just books.
If you have an eye, you’ll find it all
around you. Here’s a snapshot of few
olden goodies which are sure to evoke
nostalgia in you
Photos: Anupam Gupta
(InspiredClicks.net)

life cycle
An old and
abandoned
Ambassador
car narrates a
story of struggle,
experience, life well
spent, family, fun,
adventure, hardships
and what not
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photo frames

the good ol’ way
Write like you dream - no control, no barricades of rules and possibilities (or lack of them), no right or wrong, no logic and best of all - no judgement
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A STORY UNTOLD
The battered yet strong structure, a pair of slippers, the dry leaves, the litter around - all speak of an unheard story
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yesteryears
Four-decade-old Russian camera.
Can still click if required... a
wonder in itself and worthy a
possession. Based on designs
from 1930s, this is one antique
gadget you just can’t let go

TRADITION
CONTINUES
Tradition that’s
going on for
decades - if you
notice closely
this diary is being
maintained
since 1973!

the wait
Life, birth, death,
love, hate, days,
weeks, years...
What if there was
no time, what if
there was
no waiting...
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Forecast
ARIES

LEO

Mar 21 - Apr 19
Your mind stays occupied with personal and
spiritual developments this month. You and your
partner may experience a progress towards greater
intimacy and commitment by simply being more
honest to each other.
Lucky Numbers: 8
Lucky Colour: Red and hot pink

July 23 - Aug 22
Though opponents place hurdles in your path, you
manage to stand out, get appreciated and earn a
name for yourself. With years of experience, you
deserve a raise which will come your way sooner
than expected.
Lucky Numbers: 12
Lucky Colour: Blue and electric green

TAURUS

VIRGO

Apr 20 - May 20
As you detest dishonesty, especially petty politics in
office, you may feel it should be brought to limelight
and even play an important role in exposing it. Your
efforts are well-received this month.
Lucky Numbers: 5
Lucky Colour: Turquoise and soft green

Aug 23 - Sep 22

You are likely to join a new business or an
enterprise soon. At workplace, there are
indications of conditions getting better. During this
phase, there will either be a welcome change or you
will start working on a new project.
Lucky Numbers: 15
Lucky Colour: Lilac, violet and indigo

gemini

LIBRA

May 21 - June 20

Career decisions weigh heavily on your mind as
you delude yourself about the level of sacrifice you
will need to make in order to move ahead. You will
either be required to stand up or walk away and
choose a different route.
Lucky Numbers: 2
Lucky Colour: Rose pink and amethyst violet

Sep 23 - Oct 22

Nov 22 - Dec 21
A romantic liaison sweeps you off your feet.
Don’t be an emotional fool and think twice
before you join a job. There are likely chances of
you starting a new business venture but avoid
riding two boats at the same time.
Lucky Numbers: 1
Lucky Colour: Peach yellow and jade green

CAPRICORN
Dec 22 - Jan 19

This month there is a strong possibility of a
promotion or change in job. During this period,
your self-confidence will lead to success in most
ventures. The cosmos helps you move forward
towards better things in life.
Lucky Numbers: 3
Lucky Colour: Gold yellow and orange

AQUARIUS
Jan 20 - Feb 18

Despite minor hiccups, your hard work pays you
rich dividends this month. Consult experienced
people if you want to experiment at workplace.
Life gets smoother as most obstacles get out of
your way.
Lucky Numbers: 6
Lucky Colour: White and emerald green

A favourable period for most of you at
workplace, courtesy your hard work and
perseverance. There are strong indications of
profits in business but seek advice and tips
from close friends in the same trade.
Lucky Numbers: 9
Lucky Colour: White, silver, and grey

SCORPIO

PISCES

A favourable month as your long-blocked
finances get credited to your account. At
workplace, hard work helps to give your
career the much-required boost. Shake off
complacency of your partner to get him/her
back on track.
Lucky Numbers: 4
Lucky Colour: Brown and black

You gain respect and reputation this month
as your self-belief helps you win everywhere.
Talk at length with your partner on how you
see the future together. Focus on finances and
strengthening things you believe in.
Lucky Numbers: 2
Lucky Colour: Rose pink and
amethyst violet

CANCER

June 21 - July 22
You feel inspired yet are restless as you
want to set out on a quest of a different
kind. The sun in Aries delivers workload,
far more challenging than you assumed.
People related to business are likely to do
something special.
Lucky Numbers: 9
Lucky Colour: White, silver, and grey

SAGITTARIUS

Oct 23 - Nov 21

Feb 19 - Mar 20

Jai Madaan tarot card reader
The specific arrangement of planets and stars at the time of your birth makes you unique. Uncover the real you and find out your destiny, through the
predictions by tarot card reader Jai Madaan. “Astrology can help guide you through your troubled emotions and clouded thoughts, by offering a reflection of
your past, present and possible future and showing you a fresh perspective on your life”, she says. See what she has to share about your sign and your cosmic
map, as the Almighty has constructed.
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promotion

M I R A C L E S

O F

NUMEROLOGY
‘Glory of India’ award winner,

Sandhiya Mehhta
Numerologist and
Vastu consultant

by the hands of Deputy Prime
Minister of Thailand.

Sandhiya Mehhta is a Ace Numerologist, vast expert and now a worldwide brand who
represents success and growth, for herself and for people she counsels. She has
expanded the numerological field with her research and knowledge, and with advanced
experiences has helped her to help every human soul in return, to guide them to their
enchanting dreams, gain power over their fortunes and to come alive.
With an aura of bright lights and her charismatic personality, she has achieved of what
many dream. She is in the field for more than thirty years, and in this journey has helped
and exchanged energies and ideas, guided people to lead better lives, has received
dozens of honours and recognitions, like ‘The Nari Ratna award, Indira Gandhi Priyadarshani Award, Rastriya Ratan award, Mahila Shiromani award, 4p Brand recognitions, ‘The
Global Indian Leaders excellence award and many more such appreciations.
————Numerology is the most accurate predictive science, and has evolved from the ages of
people counting stars as numerical references to today where we add up all the
calculations and we have an outcome that guides you to the events in your life, and stay
prepared for them. It just does not give you knowledge, it empowers you to plan, sketch
your future, grow as a person, rise and shine.
“To a person who seeks success, my system will bring success, happiness and prosperity. And to those who are already successful it will bring sustainability, positive reinforcements, further success and an introduce to a new and higher perspective and lifestyle.”
The Journey to my methods
“I am someone who has evolved, and with every step of my life have just tried to be better
in what I love, I don't just predict your future, I communicate, consult and help you
empower your energies.”
Every person is having an energy, a combination and each combination is different, hence
they have only certain types of energy and lack other ones. This is what makes us human,
that we can’t be perfect but we have to strive to be. My exclusive research and study of
missing numbers in your birth graph helps me to determine what are the strong energies
that I can see in you and uplift the missing energies to suit to your dreams and ambitions.
With my years or research and extremely positive results, I help these missing energies
in your graph. Its like providing nutrition to a body, by way of simple remedies and self
improvement tools that I have developed by myself.
The curious case of 4 & 8
“In my research, nearly 70% people are connected to these numbers. And once you enter
the circle, these numbers will keep you in their loop for generations.”
One usually guards themselves because we have all heard a lot about disappointments
and delays, sorrows and hardships of 4 & 8 and even 7. But I see them powerful steroids,
to be handled carefully. Then I will channelize it to positive planning and maximise your
fortune’s profits. Feel blessed if you belong to them, we will empower your life and, learn
through 4 & 8 and reap more fruits of your hard work than you would have previously did.
Handle your energies well, because only in the right hands they will empower with 4 & 8.
Is life simpler without 4 & 8: The other side of the story
Individually every number has its massive merits but if it doesn’t get the support of your
fadic/destiny number it cannot do much for you. 1, 9, 5 & 3 are very powerful numbers and
should get magnanimous success as per individual calculations, but if you are still
struggling and have faced certain problems you should try and understand your state of
energies and detangle the web, to create a free path for your future.

Follow us for daily predictions:

Sandhiya.Mehhta
@SandhiyaMehta

‘Titled Indian Nostradamus’
for her precise political
predictions, since 2001 for
our Prime leaders.

“A bright star has its own energy, but lighting a lamp in the dark is much more meaningful.”
We all are a mix of many numbers, their combinations play us differently and affects us
differently. 1, 9, 5 & 3 are very powerful numbers and should get magnanimous success
as per individual calculations but we are in the race of ordinary if we just sit back and
give up. We have to empower these combinations in our fortune, to achieve what is
extraordinary, which makes us exemplary individuals, that help themselves and in
addition help their families, society, help someone in need who looks unto you.
“We have seen the sunrise, but to feel the warmth of it we have to wake up every day.”
And every one of us should strive to be more than what we can be, I do so, so should you.
And let My Numerology help you and prepare you for this serene but extraordinary life.
My advice
“Knowledge empowers you, and there is nothing more powerful than to understand
yourself, your potentials, what holds you back, what drives you forward.” I provide you
this knowledge about yourself, though numerology. Knowledge about finances, career,
turnaround years, lucky dates, months, years, things that help you have a strong backup
plan for everything in life. “No mantra, fasting, name changes singularly guarantees you
anything. Ultimately its you who has to foresee the future, and I help you to do so.” Follow
a simplistic solution that I call Sandhiya Mehhta’s remedy system, and we will work on
your energies and align them in the right direction
The Success road ahead
There is a Buddhist saying, “You yourself must strive; the Buddha’s just point the way.”
There are no criteria to evaluate what the results of the remedies are; I just believe in
helping who believe in the power of universe. If you believe in yourself and the universe
let me just show you a direction, you yourself will lead on the right path and achieve the
results within no desired time. I have received tremendous positive feedbacks to have
faith in the universe myself.

“I am not god; I just understand my field of work
and use it to help people, guide them and provide
them with some efficient ways to be happy, peaceful,
ever-glorious and a good part of our society & I
continue to achieve results with all my clients."
-Sandhiya Mehhta.
For any further personalised details about yourself or your family,
children, guidelines to positive living, numerological analysis of
yourself feel free to write in or call up on the following:
Sandhiya Mehhta / Yellow soul
+91 – 9819921673, +91 9769071673
HO: Mumbai: 022-26371670, 71
Delhi: +91-9654483695
Email: contact.yellowsoul@gmail.com
Website: www.yellowsoul.in

NOTE: We really appreciate your interest in this article and look further to hear from you. Please let someone else read this article after you and kindly
do not tear of the page. You can take a note of the contact details and feel free to communicate. Rise and shine.
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Urbanisation as
The Key Driver of
India’s Growth
As India urbanises, it will face severe challenges. But there
are huge opportunities for smart and sustainable growth for a
dramatic impact on the quality of life of the urban citizens

Words Amitabh Kant

R

ecent studies have projected that
India will face an unprecedented
scale of urbanisation — 350 million
Indians will move to cities by 2030.
This number is likely to double to
700 million by 2050. This is 2.5 times the size of
USA’s present population and will be the largest
urban movement in the world. This implies
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that every minute during the next 20 years, 30
Indians will leave rural India for settling in urban
areas. Management guru late CK Prahalad had
emphasised the imperative need for India to create
500 new cities to accommodate and provide a
better quality life to its migrating population.
Otherwise every existing city will become a slum
when India turns 75 in 2022.

business
insight

Cities are centres of growth,
innovation and creativity. In today’s world,
it is not countries but cities that compete
for resources and investment. The GDPs
of New York and Tokyo are at par with
India’s GDP. Not a single Indian city
figures in the top 100 cities of the world.
Mumbai ranks 114th and Delhi 214th. The
future of India’s growth process lies in
the dynamism and vibrancy of its cities.
In India, farming accounts for more
than 58% of its workforce but accounts
for only 14.2% of GDP. Agriculture can
sustain a growth rate of 3% while the
Indian economy must grow at 9-10% to
lift vast segments of its population above
the poverty line. No country in the world
has grown on a sustained basis for long
periods on the back of its agricultural
sector. It is, therefore, inevitable that
people will migrate from rural India to
towns and cities.
India, like China, has been a reluctant
urbaniser. India’s freedom movement
and Gandhian worldview were rural
development-oriented with the village
being a self-sustained economic unit.
Similar was the case with China’s
peasantry-led revolution. In the early
1870s, China realised that its economic
growth and employment creation could
not be achieved through the agricultural
sector. It recognised that urbanisation
was an essential feature of economic
development and a major component of
industrialisation and modernisation.
For China, economic development was,
in essence, about shifting people from
sustenance farming to manufacturing and
urbanisation was the spatial manifestation
of this shift. As a policy, it adopted rapid
planned urbanisation with manufacturing
as the key locomotive. The development of
new cities and expansion of existing ones
has been a dominant feature of China’s
growth in the last three decades. Starting
with the development of a planned city in
Suzhou in partnership with Singapore,
China has gone ahead to develop a large
number of new cities through a successful
business model of monetisation of
land values. In fact, mayors have been
competing with each other to create new
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Fast Facts

The GDPs of New York
and Tokyo are at par with
India’s GDP. The future of
India’s growth process
lies in the dynamism and
vibrancy of its cities

58%
In India, farming accounts
for more than 58% of its
workforce but accounts
for 14.2% of GDP

By

2020

200 million water
connections will be required,
350 million people will
have to be given access to
sewage, 160 GW of power
generating capacity will
have to be added and the
number of vehicles on roads
will increase fivefold in India

cities and successful mayors have gone
on to rise rapidly in the Communist Party
hierarchy.
In sharp contrast, in postIndependence India, the only cities we have
created are the capital cities of Chandigarh
and Gandhinagar. The only major urban
scheme India had launched in its entire
planning process was the Jawaharlal
Nehru Urban Renewal Mission. A recent
report has highlighted that by 2020,
India will be facing a housing shortage
of 30 million dwelling units, 200 million
water connections will be required, 350
million people will have to be given access
to sewage, 160 GW of power generating
capacity will have to be added and the
number of vehicles on roads will increase
fivefold. There is, therefore, an overriding
need to rejuvenate and revitalise India’s
existing towns and cities and create new
Greenfield cities. The cost of not doing
anything will be enormous and would
seriously retard India’s growth process.
The present government has provided a
fresh impetus to urbanisation by focussing
on the 100 Smart Cities Programme.
Rejuvenating Indian cities to enhance
the quality of life is a critical necessity.
By creating quality trunk infrastructure,
recycling water and waste and developing
smart grids, we can make a quantum
jump. This requires integrated planning,
detailed engineering, walk-to-work
concepts and embedding our cities with
public transportation. Smart Cities too
require smart people. The Indian citizens
must become a proud owner and a key
stakeholder of this urbanisation process.
While India is a late starter, it has
significant advantages of being able
to use technology to leapfrog stages
of development and learn from good
practices in other parts of the world.
When cities were made in America,
gas and water were cheaply available.
Vertical utilities were created and cities
were made for cars and not people.
Today, digital technology enables us to
create intelligent and smart cities with
a central command room, horizontally
managing power, water, transportation
and public safety. We need to create
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Singapore
is an example
of innovative
integrated water
management
approaches —
using reclaimed
water, recycling
and desalination
cities which are compact, dense and vertical,
evolve along efficient mass transit systems and
encourage cycling and walking.
Most of the lessons of sustainable urbanisation
emerge from Asian countries. A great example is
Kitakyushu in Japan which, post-World War II,
was the most polluted city of the world and is today
a unique example of pollution control, recycling,
green technology and clean environment.
Singapore is an example of innovative integrated
water management approaches — using reclaimed
water, recycling and desalination. In 2010, 30%
of its supply of water came from reclaimed water,
20% from collected rainfall and 10% from seawater
desalination. Water is therefore affordable,
efficient and of high quality. Yokohama has
reduced waste generation by almost 38.7%, leading
to a saving of $1.1 billion of capital cost, otherwise
required for installing incinerators. Its waste
reduction between 2001-07 resulted in a reduction
of 8,40,000 tonnes of CO2 emissions.
As India urbanises, it will face severe
challenges. But there are huge opportunities for
smart and sustainable growth which can have
a dramatic impact on the quality of life of the
expected 700 million urban citizens.
The author is Secretary, Department of
Industrial Policy & Promotion
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Yokohama has reduced waste generation by almost
38.7%, leading to a saving of $1.1 billion of capital cost,
otherwise required for installing incinerators

